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REPORT FROM ONE CORNER OF THE CZECH KARST 
 

Report by Zdeněk Zvolánek & photos by Zdena Zvolánková 
 

Zdena is Moravian lady with a heavy task: to be my partner after the late Joyce Carruthers 
(gardening star and my editor from Victoria, BC).  She is equal in many disciplines but her 
English is very poor, so I have written the following few words to compliment some 
interesting photographs from our Beauty Slope that Zdena has selected for the readers of 
“The Crevice”.  We hope that readers can then compare our gardening conditions in the 
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steppe climate of a south facing slope in the Czech Karst with some of the dry parts of the 
Vancouver Island.   
 

NB: We have not watered this rented property for 5 years.  This area has an annual 
precipitation of 450 mm. 

                       
The steepest part of our slope looks very bare/uncovered at the end of a relatively dry 
winter with only a few samplings of snow. 
 

                             
We have only a few wild crocuses here, because of their too short performance in a dry 
spring. Crocus niveus needs melting snow to be happy. 
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Cyclamen coum blooms bravely in our position with minimum of shade. The ants propagate this 
species from its sweet seed here. 
 
 

                
Very firm shrubby cushions or small bolsters of Aethionema grandiflorum are happy in our 
hot spot, preparing for a very free display, creating the “Rose Period” at the Beauty Slope. 
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The Aethionema´s show is for 14 days and it is improved with rich 5 cm high patches of 
Turkish Genista lydia var. lydia, which I brought from Lake Abant in NW Turkey. 
 

               
The Rose Period (good for painters) is prolonged with Dianthus gratianopolitanus hybrids that 
have a fine scent. Zdena pushed me and I installed one bench for us there at the higher 
point, which is sometime used for simple breakfasting. 
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Our tap water and soil are alkaline so we have some problems with growing Lewisia cotyledon. 
They also sometimes have a problem too with our heat and too much scorching sun. 
 

                             

An albino form of Lewisia cotyledon looks quite happy in a neutral substrate in a thin shade of 
one bigger rock. We will try its progeny (seedlings we germinated this year). 
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We love, the albeit, short show of Romanian Paeonia tenuifolia.  It is suitable for our steppe 
weather and the deep red colour of the flowers are fine antioxidants for our old eyes.  It 
seeded itself into one rare Eriogonum collected by myself near the Craters of the Moon in 
Idaho.  
 

                                                       

Zdena used for this picture of our northern crevice bed a broad angle camera built into her 
tablet. There are rose pink Aethionema pulchellum and Daphne cneorum with yellow Cytisus 
absinthoides (ex Southern Pirin Mountains of Bulgaria). 
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  David Stádník helped me recently with cleaning our 
diabase (dolerite) rock cliff. When I am not so fatty, I will plant up some crevices there. 

 

                                                           

Zdena planted a container on one windowsill. She used an unnamed supermarket plant, which 
seems to be lovely a Campanula portenschlagiana or ´Birch Hybrid’. We plan to plant it in 
some tight crevice in autumn. This could be a lovely runner. 
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Our limestone outcrop on the street side is a popular toilet place for local dogs and cats, 
because it is so natural. 
 

                         
The Rose Pink Period changed in June into the Blue Period thanks to shrubberies of Balkan 
Moltkia petraea. We grow plenty of them and bees love them too. They are hardy here and 
setting seeds. 
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I collected this Campanula formanekiana myself in the  Vermio Mountains in Greece ten years 
ago.  It is a monocarpic species; the flowering rosette plant will die after marvellous 
blooming.  It is a saxatile plant from shaded limestone cliffs, so is best growing in tufa (soft 
travertine) stones.  Zdena took the picture in early June. 
 

                                                                     The lovers of layered (stratified) 
rock gardens must like the design of late Ota Vlasák.  He worked with machinery and placed 
limestone blocks in the front of the old cottage of Jiří Pospíšil in our neighbouring town of 
Dobřichovice.  The first picture above shows the layer faces with a dome of Moltkia petraea. 
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This second picture shows vertical “side walls” facing south.  The Campanula carpatica there 
is probably too high for this ridge area. 
 
 

 

CANADIAN BRED RETICULATA IRIS 
 

Report and Photos by Alan McMurtrie of Toronto 
 
Great news: several new Reticulata Iris, bred in Toronto, are now commercially available … 
and more are coming. 
 

Why is this of interest? 
 

I have done something truly magical!  I have created, and am continuing to create, an array of 
colours and patterns that were never imagined possible.  Including green, brown, and orange, 
plus combinations of yellow and wine red, etc.  “Whites are easy.” 
 

It has taken 30 years for this to happen: to create something exceptional; to build up stock 
in Holland; to get wholesalers and retailers interested in carrying them; and now, making you 
aware they exist.  It has been a long up hill battle, which continues today.  I can tell you from 
experience, it’s not been easy.  For me this is a hobby – something that is supposed to be fun.  
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Working with some nurserymen in Holland has turned out to be very, very challenging.  But 
now, happily, the first cultivars are starting to be sold 
 

Until now, Reticulata Iris have largely been blues and purples.  We also have the lovely lemon 
yellow Iris danfordiae, but unfortunately it has a reputation of disappearing after about 3 
years.  Typically, bulbs from Holland give 100% bloom the first year, and are large enough 
the first season to help regenerate two bloom-size bulbs for each original bulb.  So you get 
close to 200% bloom the second year.  However, our growing conditions aren’t quite good 
enough for bloom-size bulbs to regenerate after that.  If you were to dig up the bulbs would 
find a lot of rice grain-size bulblets, which is why people say Iris danfordiae “shatters” 
[note: with hybrids these bulblets can be quite helpful]. 
 

Keep in mind the clone in Holland is a triploid.  It was selected for being larger (more showy), 
than the others that were collected at the time it was being evaluated for commercial 
production.  Remember also that Holland has ideal growing conditions – in particular a long 
growing season.  Which is to say, we need varieties that are better suited to our growing 
conditions.  This doesn’t just apply to Iris danfordiae.  I got similar results when I also 
planted 100 bulbs of William van Eeden’s lovely ‘George’ (named after the Russian botanist 
Dr. George Rodionenko).  It too gave ~200% bloom the second year; then very little after 
that; eventually dying out. 
 

30 years ago, in 1985 and 1986 I went plant collecting in Turkey for 3 weeks each year, with 
the express goal of finding a diploid form of Iris danfordiae for use in hybridizing.  I was 
also looking for any other Reticulata Iris that would be more genetically diverse than existing 
available clones.  Back around 1955, E.B. Anderson made a cross between I. histrioides and I 
winogradowii that resulted in the lovely ‘Katharine Hodgkin’.  In the early 80s I wondered 
what sort of hybrids I might be able to create if I had a fertile Iris danfordiae. 
 

As rock garden enthusiasts, we love pure species, but sometimes they are very difficult to 
grow in our gardens.  This is where a little hybridizing between species can help to make 
plants that are more robust for our gardens.  A few people are not happy.  They want only 
plants that are found in nature.  Everything else is an abomination.  It may be that those 
people thrive on the challenge of growing things that are difficult! 
 

I love species, but at the same time, if I can create something amazing, that’s easy to grow, 
then why not?  We should be encouraging other people to enjoy alpines.  If they give it a go 
and many of their plants die, they’re simply going to give up.  In a sense all I’m doing is giving 
Mother Nature a helping hand.  If Iris danfordiae and I. sophenensis were to come together 
in the same valley in Turkey, then many of my hybrids would be the result.  [It is also 
fascinating to wonder how the various species came into existence in the first place.] 
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Last year, two of my hybrids were available in select locations in British Columbia as a trial: 

 ‘Spot On’ and  ‘Eye Catcher’.   
I am glad to report sales went well, and as a result this year 4 more will be available:  

 ‘White Caucasus’, 

 ‘Sea Breeze’,  ‘Splish Splash’, 

and  ‘Sunshine’.  
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Veseys is the only retailer carrying  ‘Scent•sational’. 
 
‘White Caucasus’ is a late blooming pure white, which nicely compliments the early blooming 
Eye Catcher (white with blue accents: blue style ribs and fall dotting).   
One unique feature of ‘Eye Catcher’ is that it tends to give extra flower parts.   
You might think that would be a negative,  

but in fact it adds an interesting twist.  
 

The thing I particularly like about Reticulata Irises is they are one of the first plants to 
bloom each year.  Here in Toronto, they bloom right as the snow is disappearing – perfect for 
helping get rid of the Winter blahs.  Some years they seem to come up right through the 
snow.  Individual flowers last 3 to 7 days (sometimes longer), depending on the temperature.  
Overall, the bloom season is 3 weeks in length, but can be longer if mild conditions allow for 
an early start to Spring.  Occasionally we get a snowfall while they are in bloom, and they 
stand up fairly well to this; picking themselves up so-to-speak as the snow melts. 
 
I have been paying a lab in Holland to covert some of my hybrids from diploids to tetraploids 
(going from 2 to 4 sets of chromosomes).  One of the benefits is the flowers should be 20-
30% larger, and the petals should correspondingly be thicker and stand up even better to the 
weather.  Does this mean the flowers will similarly last a little longer?  That’s something I’m 
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looking forward to studying once I have some in my garden.  In Holland I have seen that 
tetraploid ‘Orange Glow’ flowers are indeed 25% larger. 
 

The reason for wanting larger flowers is diploid Iris danfordiae flowers are small, as are 
flowers of an unnamed purple species I collected near Çat, Turkey (i.e. the Çat species) and 
am using in my breeding (it’s responsible for orange).  For large-scale commercial production 
I keep being told the market wants large flowers.  For hybrids that are small, a 20-30% 
boost will mean they’ll be an acceptable size.  As alpine enthusiasts we don’t mind small 
flowers, but of course I want my hybrids to be enjoyed by as many people as possible. 

 

A second, and extremely interesting reason is, with tetraploids you can intercross the various 
groups, and importantly maintain fertility.  I am looking forward to seeing where this will 
take me.  
 

A unique characteristic of Reticulata Iris is they have square leaves.  After flowering these 
leaves elongate to 18-24 inches (45-60cm).  A new bulb is forming at the base of each leaf, 
so it is important not to damage the leaves.  A bit of low nitrogen fertilizer can be helpful 
after blooming to aid the bulb generation. 
 

I have been working closely with the firm Jacques Amand in England to show off my hybrids.  
At this year’s Royal Horticultural Society show in London on February 16-17 about half the 

display was of my hybrids.         
 

Over the past two years we have been able to put a number in front of The Joint Rock 
Garden Plant Committee and received several awards.  In early March Jan Ligthart had a nice 
display of my hybrids, along with his Tulips, at the Lentetuin (“Spring Garden” in Dutch) 
flower show in Breezand, Holland  
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(an hour north of Amsterdam by train).   
 
Plans are under way for next year to additionally feature my hybrids in Jacques Amand’s 
display at the Philadelphia Flower Show. 
 

Ideally we want to plant our bulbs and have them bloom year after year.  The good news is my 
hybrids will form clumps.  They aren’t perfect, but they were selected under the somewhat 
harsh Toronto conditions, with its modest 10-week growing period.   I do recommend planting 
a variety in two locations, that way if something happens to one clump, you’ve still got the 
second one.  Also one can be in a sunny location, and the second can be in a shaded / cooler 
location where it will bloom slightly later. 
 

It’s hard to give gardening advice since everyone’s situation is different.  In England where 
there’s lots of moisture I would emphasize raised beds, which can be as simple as dumping a 
wheelbarrow of soil on top of a garden to make a raised area.  A key would be not to plant by 
a tree whose roots will dry out the soil in late spring.  The bulbs need as long a growing period 
as possible so they can get up to bloom-size. 
 

I’ll point out Iris sophenensis has died out in four different spots in my garden.  Each time I 
was fortunate to move a bit to a new location prior to it dying out in the previous location.  
Currently it’s doing quite well at a friend’s farm, where I have been given some space, but 
have to dig up the bulbs and store them in my garage over summer.  So another solution, 
although it requires a bit of work, is to dig up the bulbs, just as the leaves are starting to 
turn brown (slightly earlier if you discover you are having problems with disease).  The bulbs 
can be stored in mesh bags, and then replanted in the fall.  Key of course is to ensure the 
bulbs are all properly dried before being stored.  For Toronto that’s typically not an issue 
because of how hot it is at that time of the year. 
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I think it is important to give the bulbs a bit of space initially, rather them planting them 
close together for an instant clump effect.  You might even try planting a couple of individual 
bulbs off in different spots to see how they do.  So, about 3” deep (7cm), and ideally about a 
similar distance apart. 
 

To get them to bloom every year it’s a matter of giving them conditions where the bulbs can 
properly regenerate.  Often in our gardens other “friendly” plants will tend to crowd out the 
things we really want.  For example Cornflowers, Daisies, Violets, Forget-Me-Nots, 
strawberries, etc.  It’s a matter of keeping them under control and not letting them smother 
the good things. 
 

The Dutch tell me “Alan, you’ve got too many.”  In some ways they are right.  Once upon a 
time I had a list of my top 10.  Now the truth is, there are too many to count.  Have a look at 
my Popped Photos webpage and see what you think  
(http://www.reticulatas.com/ HTML%20Pages/Popped%20Photos.html).   
Keep in mind Dutch large-scale growers are looking for ease of production.  They would 
rather grow two hectares of one variety rather than two hectares of four different 
varieties and have to stop and clean their machinery in between each variety.  Worse yet 
(from their point-of-view), would be two hectares of ten varieties. 
 

To me, “Variety is the spice of life.” 
 

There’s a lot more that can be said.  The key point for the moment is to let you know my 
hybrids are available, and you should check fall catalogs at retailers like www.Botanus.com, 
www.FlowerBulbRus.com, , www.PhoenixPerennials.com and www.Veseys.com.  Last year 
GardenWorks in British Columbia was one of the garden centers trialing my hybrids, so I 
expect they will carry some again this year.  Two of the varieties are being offered to 
nurseries across Canada.  It’s a matter of getting the nurseries to see there is demand, and 
at the same time, getting people to realize something new and exciting is available.  Ideally 
retailers need to “shout out” that they have something truly new.  Otherwise most customers 
aren’t going to know. 
 

A future article will provide more information about why I have been able to create these 
hybrids. 
 

For more information, take a look at www.Reticulatas.com.   
 

I will be speaking at the 2017 British Columbia Iris Society’s Annual General Meeting on 
Saturday March 11, 2017 in Saanich, B.C.  I will also be speaking to the Alpine Gardeners of 
Central Vancouver Island on May 8th  at Qualicum Beach and to the Alpine Garden Society of 
British Columbia on May 10 at the Van Dusen Botanical Garden in Vancouver B.C. 

 


